Type 1 Motorsports is constantly reminded of the daily challenge ahead of them. The night prior to
Round 5, Kyle’s blood sugar dropped to a very dangerous low of 42. Kyle and The Type 1 Team prove
teamwork is always the answer! Type 1 Diabetes does not slow Kyle or The Type 1 Team down, proven in
Rounds 5&6: Kyle had a slight advantage over the field with a 5 point lead. Looking to extend his lead Kyle
knew finishing was important and getting top 5 points would help him sustain his lead.
As Round 5 kicked off Kyle patiently waited in 2nd place, planning his moves and his overall strategy. The
pressure of this high energy race was too much for most of the racers, noticeable by the errors made giving
the lead to Kyle. Kyle seized his opportunity and took and kept the lead, adding round 5 to extend his point
lead.
Round 6 would have Kyle start on the front row, where he methodically clicked away the laps flawlessly
from start to finish. Adding another win to this young drivers career. Kyle has now stretched his point lead
and is working hard to keep this momentum going into this weekends race at Glen Helen for the Lucas Oil
So-Cal Regional Series, where he has a 25 point lead.
Many Thanks to the many great sponsors that help achieve this dream Aarup and Sons Construction ,
Dave Parson’s Fabrication , Undaunted Apparel , Snm-Media , Empire Wraps , Vagabond Welding Supply ,
Fortin Racing , Sturgeon Construction , Race Tech , Summers Bros Racing , You can catch Kyle next on:
www.livetrackfrfed.com in Glen Helen CA this Saturday.
Kyle feels that Type 1 Diabetes will not slow him down, and neither will low blood sugar. The Type 1
Team knows Diabetes is a disease that affects the whole family. Whether you're a parent, sibling or other
family member, your support and understanding can make all the difference. There are 1.4 million
Americans diagnosed with diabetes every year, and 86 Million Americans diagnosed with pre diabetes in
2012 alone.

